
 
M.J. Milne & Associates Ltd. 
 
 
 
July 15, 2003 
 
Weyerhaeuser Company Limited 
P.O. Box 130, KP Road 
Vavenby, BC 
V0E 3A0 
 
Attn: Scott Lindeburgh R.P.F. 
 
Dear Sir: 
 
Re: Effectiveness Evaluation of Environmental Maintenance Activity - 

Barriere Plateau 
 
The following letter with enclosed maps, tables, and photographs forms the 
effectiveness evaluation report for environmental maintenance activity 
completed on the Barriere Plateau in 2002. 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
Environmental maintenance (EM) was completed on 60 km of non-status road 
and trail, plus seven kilometres of Forest Service Road (FSR) on the Barriere 
Plateau terrain unit in 2002. The objectives of the EM work were threefold: 

1. to restore natural drainage disturbed by past forest harvesting and 
road and trail construction, 

2. to reduce erosion and sedimentation associated with road and trail 
related drainage diversions and resulting runoff concentration, and 

3. to protect road infrastructure and maintain access for sheep grazing, 
general public use, and future forest development. 

 
Work consisted primarily of water management structures (cross-ditches, 
culvert back-ups, swales, stream restorations), but some culverts were 
maintained in place or installed on steeper grades for access reasons. Access 
was a primary consideration in the work, and drove the decision to use swales 
on main routes to known sheep grazing permit holder camps, and culverts 
where swales or cross-ditches would have created difficult access for sheep 
grazing equipment. Most new culvert installations occurred on the Barriere 
Mountain FSR, which is covered by a maintenance obligation on the part of the 
Ministry of Forests (MoF). The MoF will need to be made aware of these new 
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culvert installations, such that standard review and maintenance activities may  
commence. One culvert was left in place on a non-status road section and not 
backed up for access reasons. This structure is located on Road 115 at the 
North Tributary crossing. The sheep grazing permit holder could undertake 
review and maintenance of this structure, if written into their range use 
agreement. 
 
Culverts that are not regularly maintained, and have not been backed up with 
swales or cross-ditches for access reasons, represent a long-term residual 
risk with respect to blockage and failure. This risk is difficult to quantify, as it 
relates to road maintenance obligations, or lack thereof in the case of non-
status roads. 
 
Work completed on FSR road sections was required as upslope restoration on 
non-status roads affected hillslope drainage patterns, and would have 
jeopardized FSR and downslope stability if additional cross-drains were not 
installed. This work was eligible under the Forest Investment Account (FIA) 
program for this reason. 
 
It is important to note that a review of drainage restoration and deactivation 
works completed on the plateau in 2002, will likely be conducted with the 
grazing permit holder after this report has been submitted. Time is of the 
essence for report submission, such that approval from the Ministry of Forests 
may be attained in time to permit some re-treatment work to facilitate easy 
grazing equipment access before the end of July 2003. It is possible that the 
grazing tenure holder may request some additional follow-up work during the 
review. In the event that this occurs, an amendment to the follow-up 
prescription may be required. This should be anticipated in the FIA planning 
and budgeting process.  
 
2.0 METHOD 
 
All water management structures, culvert installations, and roads downslope 
of completed works (i.e. Saskum and Barriere Mountain FSR’s) were reviewed 
for effectiveness evaluation (EE). One freshet period had passed between 
work completion (October 2002) and EE. The review was qualitative in nature 
and employed the following indicators: 

• presence or absence of scour in water management structures, 

• visual assessment of culvert and/or channel capabilities with 
respect to carrying runoff from restored drainage areas, and 

• level of access maintained. 
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Follow-up treatment required to achieve EM objectives was prescribed at the 
time of EE review. Sites requiring follow-up treatment [refer to enclosed maps] 
were marked in the field using a combination of blue and yellow/black 
ribbon. Prescription details are included on blue, and described in the 
enclosed tables. Site photographs are also enclosed for select locations, and 
referenced in the tables. 
 
3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Of a total of approximately 1,200 water management or culvert installation 
structures located on the plateau or over the break in slope, 27 were found to 
be not achieving EM objectives on account of scour, other erosion, or culvert 
size inadequacy [refer to enclosed tables]. Existing structure deficiencies can 
be addressed through: 

• armour application at 17 sites (potential rock armour source 
locations are marked on the enclosed maps, and armour volume 
estimates are included in the tables), 

• culvert removal and ford construction at three sites (Road 1 2+783, 
Road 66 1+852, and Road 115 1+542), 

• culvert replacement at six sites (i.e. increased culvert size)(Barriere 
Mountain FSR 18+494, 18+309, 3+400, and Saskum FSR 43+900, 
44+000, 44+800), and 

• new culvert installation at one site prescribed but not installed in 
2002 on account of road frost(Barriere Mountain FSR 19+907). 

One of the culvert replacement sites is on a large tributary at the north end of 
the plateau (a.k.a North Tributary)(Barriere Mountain FSR 18+494)[refer to 
enclosed maps and tables]. This structure was prescribed for removal with 
armoured ford construction. The ford was not built for access reasons (i.e. 
difficulty passing sheep grazing equipment), and culvert replacement was not 
possible on account of heavy road frost in late October. As an alternative, fill 
volume was reduced at the site, but size and stability of the structure remains 
in question. 
 
Restored flows on the plateau and over the break in slope are being 
accommodated without undue erosion in existing stream channels. Culvert 
replacements on the Saskum and Barriere Mountain FSR’s are required to 
compensate for restored runoff volume in several channels. These sites were 
reviewed in 2002, but accurate discharge estimates were not possible on 
account of dry weather (i.e. no streamflow at the time). This illustrates an 
inherent risk associated with drainage restoration work that is typically 
prescribed and undertaken during dry periods. Only after one freshet period 
can accurate stream discharge estimates be made in restored drainage areas. 
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Accurate discharge estimates are also required to select water management 
structures for armour application. Armour could have been applied to all 
structures in an attempt to minimize scour, but productivity would have been 
reduced. The level of scour, and number of structures within which it was 
observed (17) is deemed acceptable given the proximity of the work to fish-
bearing channels (2 – 5 km), and volume of work undertaken on the plateau. 
 
Residual risk levels with respect to road washout and/or drainage diversion 
related landslides are high at culvert replacement sites on the Saskum FSR, 
and at 18+494 and 18+309 on the Barriere Mountain FSR. Culvert 
replacements, as prescribed, will reduce these risks, and new residual risk 
ratings should be provided following installation. Residual risk levels are low 
at the culvert replacement site at 3+400 on the Barriere Mountain FSR, and at 
all other structure sites on the plateau, at this time. As mentioned previously, 
residual risk associated with culverts that were retained or installed on non-
status or FSR roads, and not backed up with cross-ditches or swales for access 
reasons can be expected to increase time without some form of maintenance. 
Notifying the MoF of new culvert installations on FSR road sections will 
address most of these sites, but the culvert on Road 115 at the North Tributary 
remains an issue. 
 
Ten additional water management structures (cross-ditches) will also be 
required to better control runoff upslope of steep terrain, and ensure natural 
drainage paths are followed. Of the ten additional structures: five are required 
on Road 133, two are required on Road 137, one on Road 142, and two on an 
old fireguard in CP 499-18. Hand-crew labour is required for the latter two 
structures, as heavy equipment access would damage a well-established 
plantation area. Access to this site may be gained on foot from 18+500 on 
Road 1 (Barriere Mountain FSR). 
 
Grass-seeding of structures on treated road sections in the BT Creek and 
North Tributary draws, prescribed in 2002 but not completed on account of 
snow, will also help to achieve erosion and sedimentation reduction 
objectives. It is estimated that 15 bags of suitable grass seed mix will be 
required to do this work. Individuals involved in the sheep grazing operation 
on Barriere Mountain have offered to spread seed as required. The most 
critical seeding locations are marked in green on the enclosed maps. The 
sheep grazing operator(s) may encounter other suitable sites for grass seed 
application over the course of the 2003 season. In the event that such sites are 
identified, additional grass seed may be required. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 
In total, follow-up environmental maintenance work has been prescribed at 27 
existing structure sites on the Barriere Plateau or over the break in slope. Ten 
new cross-ditch installations have also been prescribed to improve water 
management upslope of steep terrain. Most of the work is required to facilitate 
easy access for a sheep grazing permit holder, and reduce minor amounts of 
residual erosion and sedimentation. 
 
Six culvert replacements are required to reduce residual risk levels 
associated with existing culvert size, road washout, and/or drainage diversion 
related landslides. 
 
Despite some minor deficiencies, environmental maintenance objectives on 
the Barriere Plateau were largely achieved. Natural drainage patterns were 
restored as much as possible while maintaining reasonable road access, and 
protecting road infrastructure. Work was completed in a cost-effective 
manner, and sediment generation from work sites is considered acceptable 
given the nature and extent of the work, timing with respect to streamflow, 
and proximity to fish-bearing channels. Scour could have been reduced with 
armour application at all structure sites, at the expense of productivity. 
 
It is important to note that some minor revision of, or addition to follow-up 
work prescribed in this report may be required following a review with the 
grazing permit holder on Barriere Mountain. This review is planned for mid-
July 2003. 
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

• Implement follow-up environmental maintenance activity, as 
prescribed on the enclosed maps and tables, as soon as possible. 

• Conduct a review of restoration work completed in 2002 with the 
Barrier Mountain grazing permit holder as soon as possible. Amend 
follow-up prescriptions as required, such that issues raised during the 
review may be addressed in conjunction with work prescribed in this 
report. 

• Conduct effectiveness evaluation of all works on the plateau in 2004, 
following the freshet period. 

 
 
This concludes the effectiveness evaluation report for the Barriere Plateau 
works area. 
 
 
Yours truly, 
M.J. Milne & Associates Ltd. 
 
 
 
 
 
Michael J. Milne 
Forest Hydrologist 
 
MM/ 
 
Encl. 



Barriere Plateau - Effectiveness Evaluation - Follow-up Prescriptions

Road/Trail #
Chainage 

(m) Prescription Comments

1 2+783
Remove metal culverts. Construct 
armoured ford.

Armour with local materials. Place larger 
pieces at ford outlet to create flat bottom. 
Photo 1.

3+370 to 
3+600

Possible rock source for south end work. 
Broken granite along ditch.

4+350 Enlarge and armour. 1 load of rock.

4+386
Armour outlet and smooth existing cross-
ditch. 0.5 loads of rock.

4+493 Enlarge swale and armour.
3 loads of rock. Coarse rock at outlet. 
Photo 2.

4+611 Armour outlet and smooth. 0.5 loads of rock.

4+756 Improve ditchblock and armour outlet. 0.5 loads of rock. 19 km board.

42 1+590 Enlarge swale and armour outlet. Use local rock.

1+680 Armour outlet. Use local rock.

1+714 Enlarge structure and armour outlet. Use local rock.

2+394 Enlarge and armour outlet. Use local rock.

1 7+989
Potential rock source for south side of BT 
work.

9+400 to 
9+700 Another potential rock source.

10+510 Armour swale and outlet. 1 load of rock. Photo 3.

11+124
Enlarge structure. Remove organics and 
armour outlet. 1 load of rock.

66 1+852

Remove metal culvert. Construct 
armoured ford. Use large rock pieces >30 
cm diameter to prevent scour.

Save this culvert for installation at 18+309 
on Road 1. Three to five loads of rock 
required depending on size. Photo 4. 

1 14+406 Deepen swale to scour depth.

104 1+481
Armour outlet to create ford. Smooth 
existing structure. 2 - 3 loads of rock. Photo 5.

115 0+875 Armour outlet to construct a ford. Use local rock.

1+542
Remove metal culvert. Construct rock 
ford. 5 loads of rock.

123 1+283 Deepen existing cross-ditch.

1+319 Deepen existing cross-ditch. Photo 6.

1 17+300 Major rock source. Best for north end work.

Becomes 17+725 Trim culvert end. "Shotgun".

Barriere Mtn. 18+000 Trim culvert end. "Shotgun".
FSR at this 

point

18+309

Replace culvert with 1000 X 10. Pull back 
unstable fill around outlet. Establish 
proper grade. Armour inlet, outlet, outfall, 
and ditchblock. Enlarge existing ditch 
leading to CMP (Photo 7). Compact and 
armour if possible.

Use culvert removed from Trail 66 if 
possible.

MJ Milne & Associates Ltd.
07/03
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Road/Trail #
Chainage 

(m) Prescription Comments

133 0+000 POT. Cross-ditch.

Follow orange ribbon to POT on 135 from 
landing on Road 1. Cross-ditch marked 
with pink ribbon.

0+035 Cross-ditch.

0+185 Cross-ditch. Extend through trail above.

0+220 Long cross-ditch.

0+265 Cross-ditch. Heavy skew required.

0+293 Improve existing cross-ditch. 

0+325 Improve existing cross-ditch. 

1 Barriere 
Mtn. FSR

18+350 to 
18+420 Pull back oversteepened fill and organics.

Spoil on landing on upslope side of road. 
May need to handle twice or move with 
truck. Maintain ditch along Road 1.

18+409
Remove existing culvert. Fill and open 
ditchline to carry flow to next CMP

Fireguard 
downslope of 

Road 1 n/a

Construct two cross-ditches through old 
fireguard in draw downslope of Road 1. 
Access from 18+500. Hand-crew labour 
required.

Work can be completed in 0.5 days by a 
crew of two with appropriate tools - 
chainsaw, pulaski, shovels. Photo 8

142 0+000 Long ditch.
Follow orange ribbon to POT on 142 from 
landing on Road 137. 

0+161 POC for 142 at 0+060 on Trail 141. 
Can access Trail 141 from 144 as well. 
Operator's choice.

137 0+050 Large cross-ditch. Armour outlet. Use local materials. Photo 9.

0+090
Construct ford. Armour outlet. Smooth 
road before and after crossing. Use large pieces of local rock. Photo 10.

0+150
Pull back organics. Construct ford. Armour 
outlet.

Ford should catch flow from both channels. 
Refer to Photo 11.

0+165 Improve existing cross-ditch.

0+280 Cross-ditch.

0+322 Improve existing cross-ditch. 

1 Barriere 
Mtn. FSR 18+494

Replace culvert with 1500 X 12. Remove 
fill and organics. Re-establish grade, 
install and armour inlet, outlet and outfall 
with large rock > 0.5 m diameter. Photo 12.

19+656 Improve sump and ditchblock.

19+711 Improve sump and ditchblock.

19+907 Install 600 X 10.
Suitable CMP present at Road 145 
junction.

Saskum FSR 43+900
Replace culvert with 1000 X 10. Armour 
inlet and outlet.

Use local rock pieces. May need 1 load 
total for three CMPs on Saskum.

44+000
Replace culvert with 1000 X 10. Armour 
inlet and outlet.

44+800
Replace culvert with 1000 X 10. Armour 
inlet and outlet.

Barriere Mtn. 
FSR 3+400 Install 500 X 10.

Culvert required to accommodate restored 
flow in upslope areas. 

MJ Milne & Associates Ltd.
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Michael Milne
Photo 1. "Y" Creek crossing on Road 1 at 2+783. Scoured swale. Prescription to remove culverts, construct ford, armour with local rock.



Michael Milne
Photo 2. Scoured swale at 4+493 on Road 1. Prescription to enlarge existing structure and armour.



Michael Milne
Photo 3. Eroding swale at 10+510 on Road 1. Prescription to armour swale and outlet.



Michael Milne
Photo 4. Washed out BT Creek crossing at 1+852 on Road 66. Prescription to remove culvert, restore channel, and replace organics.



Michael Milne
Photo 5. Scoured swale at 1+481 on Road 104. Prescription to armour outlet and create ford.



Michael Milne
Photo 6. Insufficient cross-ditch at 1+319 on Road 123. Prescription to enlarge and deepen existing structure.
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Michael Milne
Improve and armour ditchblock.

Michael Milne


Michael Milne
Road 1  18+309

Michael Milne
Enlarge existing ditch leading to CMP. Compact and armour if possible.

Michael Milne
Photo 7. Ditch upslope of 18+309 on Road 1.



Michael Milne
Photo 8. Hand-crew deactivation prescription on fireguard downslope of Road 1. Two cross-ditches are required in this location.



Michael Milne
Photo 9. Erosion and deposition on landing at 0+050 on Road 137. Flow was concentrated into this area from a un-prescribed trail 250 m upslope. Prescription to restore drainage on trail 142 upslope, construct a larger cross-ditch in this location and armour the outlet. Runoff in this area will be significantly reduced by upslope restoration on trail 142.



Michael Milne
Photo 10. Scoured swale at 0+090 on Road 137.  Prescription to construct armoured ford and smooth approaches on either side.
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Michael Milne
Photo 11. Existing swale at 0+150 on Road 137. Prescription to enlarge existing structure to capture flow from both channels, pull back organics at structure outlet, armour the structure outlet, and smooth approaches.



Michael Milne
Photo 12. 900 mm CMP on North Tributary at 18+494 on Road 1. Prescription is to remove fill and organics, replace structure with a 1400 X 12 m CMP, and armour the inlet, outlet, and outfall with large rock (> 50 cm in diameter).
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